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PREFACE 
The purpose in writing this paper was to report the 
findings of an investigation into the literature dealing 
with the basic theories, principles , and materials involved 
in the programmed instruction of reading . Textbooks on the 
subject of programmed learning , articles in periodicals 
dealing with programmed reading , and programmed reading 
materials for students were examined and evaluated. These 
materials were made available by the Booth Library at 
Eastern Illinois University, the Illinois State Library, 
the Research Division of the National Education Association, 
and by the publishers of programmed reading texts who pro-
vided materials. The specific sources consulted are listed 
in the bibliography. The paper deals with the development 
of programmed instruction, prog ramming in the field of 
reading , and programmed reading materials . 
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Programmed reading is not a panacea for all reading 
problems; it is a new approach to the teaching of reading 
which merits careful study. It is not a mag ic wand, but 
possibly because it does allow each student to progress 
at his own rate and does help him to meet with success, it 
might well be a powerful tool for building for the student 
the self-imag e of a competent reader. 
The day will probably never come when the teacher will 
1 be replaced with a teaching machine or a programmed textbook. 
These are mechanical aids which can be used by the teacher 
to increa se his effectiveness. If wisely used, t here may 
be times when the use of programmed ma terials can extend a 
teacher's skill jus t as the x-ray machine increases the 
physician's ability to perform his task. 
1David W. Begg s III, "Teaching Machines and Programmed 
Learning, 11 Illinois Education, L (December, 1961 ), 166. 
CHAPTER I 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION 
The Origins of Programming 
One of the most recent developments in education has 
been the extension of programmed instruction into the field 
of reading. As with any instructional innovation many 
questions arise. i~1at is programmed instruction and when 
did it begin? What techniques does it use and what is its 
theoretical basis? 
Simply stated, programming means analyzing a subject 
into its component parts, arranging the parts in the proper 
sequence, dividing them into the smallest possible bits of 
instruction, planning to test the student's understanding at 
the completion of each step, minimizing the possibility of 
errors, and providing for the reinforcement of each correct 
1 
response. 
The general theories of programmed instruction are 
not new. Basically, all programmed instruction represents 
some variation of the tutorial or Socratic method of 
2 teaching. Many of Plato's dialogues show Socrates, the 
1Jane Levine, "Let's Debate Programmed Reading 
Instruction," The Reading Teacher, XVI (March, 1963), 337-41. 
2 Beggs, pp. 165-67. 
2 
ma ster tutor , at work . Socrates did not use monologues; 
he used dialogues as he questioned his student and guided 
him to the discovery of the answers . 
Years later, Rousseau , an educational theorist, 
described the ideal learning situation as being tha t in 
which there is a tutor with only one student. The tutor 
could devote his full time and capacity to this one stu-
dent; he could adjust his teaching to the student ' s l earning 
rate; he could provide as many examples and as much repeti-
tion as the student needed, and he could always arrang e for 
·, 
the student to have active participation in the teaching-
learning process . 1 
Programmed instruction, whether it is presented with 
~ 
the aid of a teaching machine or a specially constructed 
book, and instruction by a tutor are similar in the student 
2 
a9tivity which they produce . The tutor , possessing 
information ·which he wishes to communicate to his student , 
encourages the student to respond to questions, t o think 
aloud, to compute, to associate ideas, to reason , and to 
discuss . The tutor is always present to listen, to guide, 
to correct, and to praise. Both the tutor and the student 
know the degree of progress vrh:l ch is being made . The 
program, which corresponds to the tutor, begins with 
3 
elementary knowledge and bu ilds to related advanced knowledge . 
1William A. Deterl ine , An Introduction to Programmed 
Instruction (Englewood :.iliffs, N. J .: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 
1962)' p. 2 . 
2Ibid . 
The arrang ement of the items are both developmental and 
sequential. The program, which has been built by a skilled 
person with a thorough knowledge of educational psychology 
4 
and subject content and has been tested, revised, and modified 
on the basis of students' responses, provides the basis for 
a close interaction between the student and the information 
to be learned. The student progresses at his self-determined 
rate of speed through the series of small steps in the care-
fully sequenced program; he is actively engaged as he reasons 
his way to subject matter mastery. He is carefully guided 
and is immediately corrected if he makes an error. The stu-
dent who is using programmed instruction interacts with the 
program and indirectly with the person who prepared it in 
much the same way that a student interacts with his tutor. 
Neither are the theoretical bases of programmed instruc-
tion new. It has been accepted generally that one goal of 
education is to change the student's behavior. Through the 
years teachers have been concerned with how this can be 
accomplished most efficiently. The advocates of programmed 
teaching feel that their theoretical framework is conducive 
to desirable chan5e. Programmers plan their programs in 
lrneping with the stimulus-response theory of learning . 
Behavior is controlled by a very carefully selected sequence 
of stimuli and responses. The theory of reinforcement is 
also basic to the program. Reinforcement is immediate. It 
confirms the student's preceding correct responses, and if 
an error is made it is corrected before it can become 
habitual . The constant and immediate reinforcement also 
1 
serves as motivation . 
Pioneers in Programmed I nstruction 
How was programmed ins t ruction developed to its 
present stage? Who were the pioneers in the field? 
Programmed instruction is not new; the theory is as old 
as the ancient Greeks . Their abacus was a teaching machine 
as well as a calculating machine . The first teaching 
machine was patented in 1866; of course, it did not include 
all the devices of the present machines which are used in 
2 programmed instruction. Dr . Sidney L. Pressey, an Ohio 
State University psychologist , is credited with the first 
systern.atic work involving programmed instruction. In the 
early 1920 ' s Dr . Pressey invented a machine which presented 
a pro3ra.r!l with multiple-choice questions to the students . 
They were given immediate knowledge of the correct answer . 3 
Dr . Pressey believed the use of his device could greatly 
improve the effectiveness of instruction; however, after 
experimentins and publishing his results he found little 
sunport among either educators or psychologists . 
1Paula Riegel, "Programmed Learninc; and Reading, " 
Elementary English, XL (March, 1963), 251-54 . 
2
neterline , p. 9 
3Teacher ' s Manual for Steps to Better Reading 
(Chicago : Harcourt, Brace and ·world , Inc ., 1964), p. 7 . 
5 
In 1932 Dr . Pressey wrote the following statement : 
The writer has found from bitter experience 
that one person alone can accomplish relatively 
little , and he is regretfully dropping further 
work on these problems . But he hopes enough may 
have been done to stimulate other workery, that 
this fascinating field may be developed . 
I t was not until the work of Dr . B. F . Skinner , 
a Harvard experimental psychologist , that programmed 
instruction received the impetus that was lacking in the 
1920 ' s . In 1958 Dr . Skinner attributed the lack of enthusi-
asm for Pressey ' s machine to cultural inertia and to an 
2 inadequate knowledge of the principles of learning . Dr . 
Skinner had experienced considerable success in his labora-
tory controlling the behavior of rats and pigeons . He 
found that by breaking complex actions into small steps 
and then immediately and continuously rewarding pigeons for 
successful movements he could teach them to dance a figure 
8, to distinguish blue cards from white ones, to stand 
still in the corner of a demonstration apparatus , and to 
play a modified 3ame of ping-pong . He immediately rewarded 
each simple act with a 5rain of corn . 3 
It was not until Skinner turned from teaching pigeons 
to teaching children that the teaching profession and school 
1Deterline, p . 10. 
2Ibid. 
3Benjamin Fine, Teaching Machines (New York: Sterling 
Publishin~ Co., Inc., 1962), pn . 45-70. 
6 
patrons became seriously interested in his work . In 
October of 1958, he published the article "Teaching 
Machines ." 1 This followed the shock of the Soviet success 
in space, and since many Americans were hunting some kind 
of a 11 crash 11 program for education ·which would help put 
us abreast with the Russians , his ideas of programmed 
teaching were thought by many to be a possible answer . 
Dr. Skinner started his work in programmed instruction 
with a strong desire to create a program which would help 
to compensate for the educational crisis created by a 
7 
shortage of competent teachers. His program was not intended 
to replace teachers; it would only replace some of their 
functions and free them to be more creative in their most 
important tasks. 
In his work Dr. Skinner, contrary to the thinking of 
some critics, was making no attempt to make pigeons out of 
children. Vn.1.at he was trying to do was to apply the princi-
ples Hhich he had learned to the teaching of children.2 The 
human mind is infinitely more complex than the mind of a 
pigeon, but he thoue;ht its learning patterns were much the 
same. Dr. Skinner believed that the way the pigeons were 
1 B. F. Skinner, "Teaching I-Iachines, 11 Teaching Machines 
and Pro~rammed Learninr;, ed. A. A. Lumsdaine and Robert 
GlaserWashin5ton, D.C.: National Education Association of 
the United States, 1960), pp . 137-38. 
2B. R. Bugelski , The Psychology of Learning Aonlied 
to Teaching (New York : The Bobbs-Merrill Co ., Inc., 1964), 
pp . 207-09 . 
8 
taught--in very small steps with immediate rewards afte r each 
correct move--enabled them to learn while making few or no 
errors . This led to the idea of giving children knowledge 
in atomized 11bits " and testing each bit immediately by an 
easy leading question . vn1en the student responded with the 
right answer, he experienced a glow of plea~ure--this was 
his (;rain of corn . 
While Dr . Pressey ' s programs were desi gned as practice 
and te~tin3 material to be used upon the completion of a 
regular course of study , Dr . Skinner ' s program was designed 
to serve as a teacher for students havin3 no previous contact 
with the·subject matter . Dr . Skinner ' s program was presented 
to the student with the aid of an individual teaching machine. 
Concerning his program Dr . Skinner wrote: 
This may suggest mass production, but the effect 
upon each student is surprisinvly like that of a private 
tuto~ • • • (a) there is a constant interchan~e between 
program and student • • • the machine induces ~ sustained 
activity . (b ) Like a good tutor the machine insists 
that a c; iven point be thoroughly understood • • • before 
the student moves on •• • (c) like a good tutor the 
machine presents just that material for which the Ptudent 
is ready •• • (d) like a skillful tutor, the machine 
~elps the student to come up with the right answer . • • • 
(e ) Lastly , of course, the machine , like - the private 
tutor , reinforces the student for every correct 
1 response . • • • 
Characteristics of Modern Programming 
Because of the work of Dr . Pressey and Dr . Skinner 
programmed instruction has often been associated with 
1Deterline , p . 12 . 
teaching machines. Some programs employ the use of a very 
simple teaching machine which is composed of a cardboard 
or nlastic box and uses mimeographed materials. 1 Other 
teaching machines are more elaborate. There are l arge and 
expensive electronic machines which use microf ilm and audio 
tape . The range in cost of the machines is from $30 to 
" 2 :W30,000 . 
Although a machine is often a useful tool to use to 
present the program , it is the program that is the important 
item about programmed instruction. The machine does not 
really teach a thing; all it does is present the program to 
the student. Programs are divided into two main types 
according to the kind of response the student must make. 
1rhe constructed-response type of program requires the 
student to formulate and ·write his mm short answer to the 
programmer 's question . Being abl e to 5ive the correct 
answer depends upon the student's ability to recall data. 
The multiple-choice type of response requires the student 
to choose from among alternate answers. Being able to 
give the correct answer here depends upon the student's 
ability to recognize the correct data. 
At the present time there are two major techniques 
for programming sequences. In linear programming, developed 
1Edward B. Fry, Teaching Machines and Programmed 
Instruction (New York: 11cGraw-Hill Boal( Co. , Inc. , 1963), 
pp. 18-19. 
2 Shelley Umans, New Trends in Reading Instruction 
9 
(New York: Bureau of Publications Teachers Collee;e, Columbia 
University, 1963), p. 114. 
in the main by Dr . Skinner, the material is arranged in a 
single ordered sequence; therefore , every student must com-
plete each step or frame . 1rhe whole program is structured 
so that the questions or items lead the student into making 
a high percentage of correct responses . 
Dr . Norman Crowder has developed a technique called 
10 
,branching . He does not construct his program so as to receive 
a uniform answer; he utilizes errors to further the acquisi-
tion of knowledge and skills . 1 I n branching , which is also 
called intrinsic programming , more than one sequence through 
the material is arranged . The sequence which is followed 
depends upon the student ' s own answers . For example, a 
correct answer to a question may result in the foll owing 
of a sequence in which several questions are skipped . 
However , an incorrect answer to the same question would 
lead to a different sequence where each of the questions 
2 
must be answered . 
Many programs do not use a teaching machine but are 
presented in programmed books . Generally programs available 
in books have taken one of two rather distinct forms : a 
programmed text or a scrambled text . A programmed text 
may be divided into horizontal levels . The student starts 
at the top level of a section and goes through the text with 
1Ibid . , pp . 105-13. 
2Fry, pp . 3-4. 
this level only . Then he begins the second level and 
completes it and the remaining levels in the same manner . 
The correct answer is found on the page following the 
t . 1 ques ion . 
Programmed books may use a vertical format . The 
I 
student goes from the top of the page to the bottom in the 
conventional manner . Here the correct answer is presented 
beside or below the frame . This eliminates the constant 
1 1 
turning of the pages, but it is now necessary . for the student 
to keep the answers covered with a piece of paper or masldng 
device . This format also allows for variation in the size 
2 
of the frailles . 
The scrambled text is a very different book. Here 
the questions are asked and the student makes his response ; 
then he turns to an indicated page number . If his response 
is correct he will be given a short explanation of the 
process involved and advanced to the next step . However, 
if his answer is incorrect, he will be directed to a 
different pag e that will re-explain the process and then 
he will try the problem again. This technioue has been 
very successful with mature students . 
A program used in a machine may be no more conducive 
to learnin3 than the same program in a programmed textbook . 
1Riegel, pp . 251-54. 
2 Fry, p. 7. 
There appears to be no 3round for a ricid preference of one 
form to the other. In some educational situations the 
programmed textbook has several advantages .over teaching 
machines : 
a) Programmed textbooks are portable; they can be 
used at home as well as at school. 
b) The use of programmed textbooks instead of teaching 
mac11ines eliminates scheduling problems . 
c) The steps, or frames, in a programmed textbook 
do not need to be uniform in size and shape. 
d) Programs in textbook form are less expensive than 
programs for machines. 
e) The initial cost of the machine is saved . 1 
Programmed instruction is a growing trend; it is 
being introduced into the curriculum at all grade levels. 
While the classroom teacher may never become an experienced 
programmer , he does need to become familiar with the 
essential characteristics of programmed instruction. 
12 
Wilbur Schramm has listed the essential characteristics 
of programmed instruction as follows: 
b
a) an ordered sequence of items, 
) to each of which a student responds in some 
specific_ way, 
c) his responses being reinforced by immediate knowledge 
of results, 
d ) so that he moves by small steps, 
1Teacher 's Manual for Steos to Better Reading, p. 7. 
e) therefore making few errors and practicing mostly 
correct responses, 
f) from what he knows, by a process of successively 
closer approximation, toward what he is supposed 
to learn from the program.1 
\ifuat i:s the future of programmed instruction? While 
I 
13 
there has not been sufficient research to measure objectively 
the value of programmed instruction the implications of 
,t;i 
current research make these predictions possible : 
a) Programmed instruction is here to stay . 
b) Institutes, workshops, and college sources will be 
made available to help acquaint teachers with the new methods . 
c) A new form of dynamic individualized programming 
2 
cal1led ability-pattern programming will develoo . 
This section of the paper has been concerned with the 
description and development of programmed instruction. The 
next section will deal with the application of programmed 
instruction to the field of reading . 
1Wilbur Schramm, 11 Programed Instruction 'roday and Tomorrow 
(a reprint), " Four Case Studies of Pro ramed Instruction 
(New York : Fund ,. for the Advancement of Education, 1964 , p . 99. 
2Lawrence M. Stolurow , 11 I~plications of Current Research 
and Future Trends," The Journal of Educational Research, LV 
(June - July, 1962), 519-26 . , 
( 
CHAPTER II 
PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION IN READING 
Since about 1955 several highly publicized attacks 
upon reading instruction in the schools have raised questions 
in the minds of both educators and school patrons concerning 
modern reading programs . Notable examples are the books 
by Flesh1 and by Terman and Walcutt. 2 Reading instruction 
seemed to be due for a change. The time was right for 
14 
programmed instruction to be extended into the area of reading . 
A Comparison of the Basal Reader Method 
and Programmed Reading 
Programmed instruction in reading does not represent a 
complete revolution; the established basal reader method 
includes some elements of programming . The preprimers 
begin by presenting the material in small steps; only short 
sentences and a very limited number of sentences are presented 
in each unit . Gradually the reading difficulty is increased . 
The introduction of new words also follows the pattern of 
small step presentation; the vocabulary is very carefully 
1Rudolf Flesch, Why Johnny Can't Read (New York : 
Harper, 1955) . 
2sibyl Terman and Charles Walcutt, Reading : Chaos 
and Cure (New York : McGraw-Hill, 1958) . 
15 
controlled . Throughout the early elementary grades the 
reading curriculum continues to be broken into rather small 
units . Reading laboratory materials, such as those published 
by Science Research Associates, have small units of work 
where the student has an opportunity to respond to questions 
and to use the skills he is learning . The SRA materials 
also provide reinforcement and furnish evidence of progress . 
The point has been made that reinforcement is essential 
in programmed reading . With the basal reader method of teach-
ing reading teachers also realize the importance of rewarding 
students for correct responses . In conventional reading 
instruction the students are often taught in small groups . 
In a reading group the teacher has an opportunity to comment 
favorably concerning each child ' s efforts in order to 
reinforce behavior . 
While there are some elements of programming already 
incorporated in the basal reader method of teaching, there 
are essential differences between the two methods. In a 
regular class room the children are usually divided i nto 
reading groups, and each child in a group is at the same 
place in the basal reader. The brighter children may 
become bored and the slower ones may be in need of more 
review. The use of a programmed text allows each child to 
progress at his own rate; the read ing rate can be individualized 
to a greater degree. 
16 
In the use of a conventional text, a student may or 
may not become involved in the wo rk . He may sit and day-
dream while the rest of his group completes the lesson. 
A program, however, requires a response from the student. 
He can work slowly or rapidly or take time out for daydreaming , 
but the work at hand will not be done without his attention. 
If his lesson is completed, he must read the questions and 
make hi s own responses . 
Most basal readers have an accompanying workbook 
which contains practice exercises for drill. The teacher 
must check the answers, and often the correction cannot 
be done as soon as the student ' s work i s completed. It is 
possibl e that incorrect responses may be repeated and 
established. The reinforcement for the correct answers often 
comes too l ate to be very effective . Programm ed materials, 
however, g ive the reader immediate information concerning 
h . 1 is response . 
Current Programmed Reading Materials 
Programmed reading, because it did seem to have some 
advantages over conventional reading instruction, was thought 
by some educators to be at leas t a partial answer to the 
reading teacher ' s problem . However, good programs were not 
produced overnight; developing a good program for reading , 
as for any programmed instruction , is a laborious and time 
1umans, pp . 114- 17 . 
17 
consuming task. Edward Fry comments concerning the production 
of programs as follovrn : 
Only about a year ago at the Florida meeting of 
IRA I told the audience that there were very few 
programmed instructional materi als available in 
reading . This situation has definitely changed . 
As we see there are now a number of programs commer-
cially available , but considering the size and range 
of reading in the curriculum these are relatively few . 1 
The early proe;rams often focused on the development 
of an initial reading vocabulary. This was in keep i ng with 
the then current whole- word method of instruction in begin-
ning reading . More recent programs, due to the increased 
emphasis placed upon phonics in the basal reader approach , 
have leaned heavily toward the phonic approach to reading . 
To date, there has been little integration of the two 
2 
approaches. 
While there is now an assortment of programmed reading 
materials they are not all equally good . Publishers Company 
Incorporated has a primary program entitled Reading Course 
which they present with a Teachall multiple-choice teaching 
ma chine. The course covers forty - eight nouns and nothing 
more . A problem of labels is very evident here . Besides 
having such a limited number of words each word is allotted 
only three frames . This certainly would be a very minimum 
3 proe;ram . 
1Edward Fry, "Proc;rammed Instruction in Reading," 
The Reading Teacher , XVI I (I-larch , 1964 ), 453 . 
2Joanna P. Williams, "Reading Research and Instruction, 11 
Review of Educational Research, X:XX:V (April, 1965 ), 151-52. 
3Fry, The Reading Teacher , p . 453 . 
Smith and Kelingos, who have done extensive work in 
the techniques of programmed instruction, are the authors 
of Michigan Successive Discrimination Lanr;uap;e Prop;ram. 1 
They have prepared a very cor:J.prehensive program for beginning 
reading and the rel a ted language arts of writing, spelling, 
listening , and oral composition. The program begins 1vith a 
readiness booklet and takes the student throus h a series of 
books of gradually increased difficulty . 2 
Some authors try to employ several techniques of 
subject matter presentation within one program as has been 
done in Harcourt, Brace and World ' s junior high school 
series Steps to Better Reading . This series has been 
described as follows: 
This is an enlightened mixture of programming 
and textbook making techniques. Basically, it is a 
programmed text, which means that most of the frames 
require a written response of a word . However, the 
authors have also blended in some multiple-choice 
items, some workboqk type of exercises , and some 
passages of prose .~ 
The authors have also included an index, frequent review 
sections, and sections on improving reading rate and time. 
Probably the most extensive primary programmed 
reading series is Prop;rammed Reading which was prepared by 
18 
1nonald E. P. Smith , 11 Programing as a Research Strategy," 
Reading and InguirI, ed . J. Allen Figurel (Newark , Delaware: 
International Reading Association, 1965), X, 425-27. 
2Geore;e D. Spache, "Interesting Books f or the Reading 
Teacher," The Reading Teacher , XIX (Dec ember , 1965), 229-30. 
3Fry, The Reading Teacher, p. 453. 
1 Cynthia Buchanan for Sullivan Associates . Programmed 
Reading is published by the Webster Division of the McGraw-
Hill Book Company. The material, which has a linguistic 
slant, emphasizes small rather than gross differences in 
words. There is much work with a single letter in a word 
throughout the first books. rrt'1e student completes several 
books before he reads more than a single sentence at a time. 
The program is linear and so must be followed in the same 
pattern by every student; however, each student can choose 
his own rate of progress. The workbooks have a vertical 
format; the student has a cardboard mask which he uses to 
cover the printed answers on the left side of the page. 
Edward Fry in his evaluation of Programmed Reading 
states : 
Even though this series is well developed it still 
has many aspects of a supplemental nature; surely most 
teachers would want to have their first and second 
graders also learning reading from a basic series of 
books or at least many individual reading books . The 
series does a strong job in phonics, a moderate job 
in comprehension, but from the standpoint of literature 
or intrinsic interest (interest in reading material, 
not interest in performing the tasks in the program) 
it does not appear to rate high.2 
Evaluation of Programmed Reading 
Undoubtedly there has been more interest on the part 
of programmers in the production of reading programs than 
19 
1samuel Weintraub, "Programmed Reading Materials, " 
Recent Developments in Reading: Proceedings of the Annual 
Conference on Readin~ Held at the Universit of Chica·o 1965, 
ed . H. Alan Robinson Chicago : The University of Chicago~­
Press, 1965 ), XXVII, 66-67. 
2F~y, The Reading Teacher , p . 453 . 
there has been research evaluation of these uroi:;rams . While 
several publishing companies make claims concerning the 
worth of their materials and present comparisons of the 
progress between groups using their programmed material and 
a control group, these cannot be relied upon too heavily . 
20 
There is a scarcity of reliable research concerning the worth 
1 
of programmed reading . This makes it imperative that 
teachers and reading supervisors who are considering the 
addition of programmed reading to their curriculums be able 
to make thoughtful and intelligent evaluations . 
Advantages for the Student 
Such evaluations might well begin with a study of 
the potential advantages of programmed instruction as opposed 
to possible difficulties or disadvantages . Probably it would 
be wise to consider first the advantages of proc;rammed 
readin3 for the pupil . There is a marked similarity in the 
lists of advocated benefits as formulated by authorities 
in the field . The followinc advanta5es represent those most 
frequently cited . 
a) Each student can proceed at his 01.m rate without 
the frustration either of waiting for , or holding up , 
other pupils in the class . 
b) The program helps to develop the student ' s self-
reliance and confidence . He learns that readin~ is his own 
responsibility; neither his teacher nor his classmates can 
think and mark the responses for him. 
1weintraub, pp. 66-67. 
2 1 
c ) Each question requires an active written resnonse 
from the student . Alon17, with teachin5 readin;,;; this also 
aids in the learnins of s~elling, punctuation , and ~rammar . 
d) Reinforcement (correction or reward) is given the 
student at every step in the learninr- of the material. 
e) The pro ,ram offers valuable dia~nostic information . 
The record of the student ' s responses gives the teacher a 
clue as to where the student is having difficulty, and he 
can be ~iven special help in the area where it is needed . 
f) The completed programs serve as a record of progress 
for the student . 
s) The student is not in a ,roun competitive situation; 
but he comnetes largely with himself . There is little moti-
v~tion for cheating; he has no one to cheat but himself . 
h ) The automatic teacher, that is the proG:ram presented 
-
by q, book or teaching machine, would be inhumanly patient 
1;-ri th each student. 1 
Advantages f or the Teacher 
Provrammed reading also offers several advantages for 
the teacher as he attempts to nrovide learnin[; experiences 
for all his students . 
~) The prograiils are expertly constructed and thus much 
of the tedious reteaching and reemphasis so often demanded 
of the teacher is eliminated . The program supplies the 
reteachin and sel f-correcting drill . 2 
1Levine , 337- 41 . 
2Teacher ' s Manual for Steps to Bet ter Reading , p . 1 . 
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b) The teacher, since he is free from so much reteaching 
and drill work, can use his skill and resources in an efficient 
and constructive way . In discussing the role of the teacher, 
the Teacher 1 s Manual for Steps to Better Reading makes these 
suggestions: 
He is able to spot difficulties at their source and 
help eliminate them; he can plan for either group or 
individual instruction in special areas; he can hold 
pupil consultations and conferences; he is able to 
arrange intensive instruction in areas that are a source 
of common difficulty; he can encourage and help the 
faltering student; he can prepare and develop additional 
practice exercises for those students who will need 
more drill before they have mastered a particular skilt; 
he can lead the abler student into more advanced work . 
c) The caliber of reading instruction should be improved 
and be more uniform nation wide . This would be possible 
because through programming the techniques of the master 
I 
2 
teacher would be available to every teacher. 
d) A teacher's skill could be improved by studying 
program construction and by writing , testing, and evaluating 
short programs. A teacher would become more understanding 
of the teaching objectives, of the reading skills, and of 
3 the sequence of teaching them. 
e) Levine suggests that by means of programming the 
various theories of teaching reading could be more accurately 
tested. It would. mak:e it possible to remove, or at least 
reduce, the factors of the teacher ' s personality and skill. 
1 Ibid., p. 4. 
2 Levine, pp . 337-41. 
3Richard B. Lewis and Jerrold E. Kemp, "Programmed 
Instruction, 11 The Instructor , LXXIII (June, 1964), 51-54. 
The classroom social setting for learning when basal reading 
materials are studied would also be reduced as a factor to 
influence test results when programmed reading material is 
1 
used . 
Limitations or Disadvantages 
While the advocates of nrogrammed instruction have 
formulated long lists of its advantages, its adverse critics 
have been just as active in listing possible limitations or 
disadvantages . 
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a) The stimulus-response theory, upon which the programs 
are based , was evolved through the experimental study of 
animals . The theorists of programmed learning assume that 
animal learning is the same as human learning . This is a 
questionable assumption . Critics feel that the ability 
to read and generalize requires higher integrative perceptual 
skills than are produced by mere conditioning . 2 
b) Mature reading skills are too complex to be 
programmed, and the learning situations are too diverse . 
In order for the student to acquire a full repertoire of 
reading behavior he must not only read but listen to stories 
and tell them , play word games, sing songs , study pictures, 
write creative stories, do library research , and share 
experiences with his associates . 3 
1Levine , pp . 337- 41 . 
2R· 1 iege , pp . 251- 54 . 
31evine , pp . 337-1H . 
c) The advisability of dividing reading into tiny 
bits is questioned. Would the reading of the short, often 
independent frames of programmed instruction promote or 
hinder the growth of perception by phrases , the ability 
to read and comprehend long passages, or the ability to 
skim for specific information? 1 Also is it necessary to 
require the superior students to proceed through all these 
minute steps, many of which would be repetitious? Might 
all this needless repetition result in boredom? 2 
d) Lumsdaine claims that active participation is 
required of a student as he uses programmed material . This 
is contrasted with the passive participation of listening 
3 in the regular reading lessons. However, because of the 
repetition provided, the student might become conditioned to 
where he could make the resnonse with little or no thinking . 
e) Programmed material is developed in small sequential 
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steps, but not all reading and study lends itself to this type 
of development . In the study of some material it is much 
more los ical to acquire the total framework first and then 
subdivide it into its smaller component parts. This would 
4 be true especially in reading historical material. 
1Ibid. 
2Riegel, pp. 251-54. 
3A. A. Lumsdaine, "Teaching Machines: An Introductory 
Overview," Teachin5 Machines and Programmed Learninp;, ed. 
A. A. Lumsdaine and Robert Glaser (Washington, D.C.: National 
Education Association of the United States, 1960), pp . 5-22. 
4Riegel, pp. 251-54. 
f) The advocates of the S~innerian type program--
and most current prosrams are of this type- -Rtate that the 
students malre very few errors . But if encourarement of 
critical thinkin is a worthy educational ";oal , why are 
the nro~rammers so concerned about the student ' s nossible 
errors? A student can learn from a careful analysis of his 
errors . If trial and error is one method of learning, why 
1 is it so carefully avoided? 
s) Pro~rammed readin3 materials do not lend themselves 
well to review . It is much more difficult for a student 
to review a selection and cain the major pointB from 
2 prosramrned waterial than from a regular basal reader . 
h) The student does not develop the responsibility 
for careful evaluation of the material as it is being read . 
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He knows the nro~rammer will ask questions about the imuortant 
uortions . This does not encourage a student to become 
independent . He needs to learn to read a selection without 
interruptions and then to ask himself the questions which 
are necessary for evaluation . ? 
1) Pro~rammed instruction mirht be much better 
adopted for schools which adhere to the Montessori method 
of teaching than to the typical American school . The 
literature on programmed reading minimizes the importance 
of the interchange of ideas between the student and his 
teacher and also between fel l ow students . I.any educators 
1Ibid . 
2I bid . 
3Riegel , pp . 251 - 54. 
feel this interchange of ideas is essential to learning 
. 1 
especially in the primary grades . 
j) Programmed reading cannot function in some areas . 
Pronunciation and oral reading cannot be checked . If a 
child has difficulty reading or understanding the instructions 
he cannot address a spontaneous question to the program . 
A program cannot actively encourage the development of 
individual reading interest and activities . A program 
has no substitute for dramatizations, storytellinc;, and 
discussions. 
Criteria for the Selection of Progr&~s 
There are many factors to weigh when deliberating 
the advisability of experimenting with programmed reading 
material . If, after careful consideration of both the 
advantages and possible disadvantages of programmed reading, 
the decision is made to try programmed materials , the next 
step is to find the series which best fits the situation in 
which the material will be used . Here again there are many 
questions which must be answered before a program is selected . 
Among these are : 
a) Does the program match the objectives of the 
school ' s reading pro5ram? 
b) Does the program adequately teach the children in 
the different ability groups? 
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1 Teacher ' s Manual for Stens to Better Reading , pp . 12-13 . 
c) Does the program serve best as a basal text or as 
supplementary material? 
d) Does the program seem to be carefully constructed 
and has it been adequately evaluated over a reasonably 
1 
extended period and with several groups of students? 
If additional criteria are needed in determining 
the value of a proGrammed reading series, the suggestions 
of the Joint Committee on Programed Instruction and Teaching 
Machines might be helpful . The committee has oroposed the 
evaluation of programmed materials on the basis of both 
internal and external cheracteristics . Internal character-
istics are those which can be judged by visual inspection 
such as content, responses required by the student, and skills 
to be developed . The external features are those which can 
be considered as the objective aspects of the prOF;;ram . That 
is , how well does the program accomplish what it proposes 
to do? Two measures of external features have been suggested . 
The first is to check the amount of gain in the achievement of 
groups which have used the program and the second is to 
consider the evaluations of students , teachers , and experts 
who have had experience with the program . 2 
School systems must conduct their own careful evaluation 
because to date publishers of programmed readin5 material 
have been extremely lax in presenting test and other 
evaluation data to the schools . Most school administrators 
1Bugelski , p . 232 . 
2weintraub, pp . 66-67 . 
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and teachers before they change an entire class to the use 
of prosrammed materials prefer to try the material with one 
group of students in the classroom while the rest of the 
students serve as a control 3roup . However , it is hard to 
evaluate the results because the group that has been treated 
as an experimental population may be influenced by the 
Hawthorne Effect . Before a fair test of the programmed 
material can be made, its use must have become as much a 
routine and be as accepted as the conventional method of 
teaching . 
Only after such extensive and objective evaluation 
can each teacher decide if pro~rammed readinc material is 
the rirht approach to the teaching of reading for him and for 
his students. Samuel Weintraub makes this recom11endation 
with reri;ard to the adoption of programmed reading material: 
"Certainly no program should be adopted throughout an entire 
school system without some careful trial periods in one or 
two classrooms." 1 
Concluding Statement 
What is the future of pror;rammed readinr:;? Ri<!,ht now 
no final answer can be given. However, it is the belief 
of educators that pro~rammed reading will eventually find 
its place; that nlace as yet has not been discovered and 
established . Programmed reading will not be the answer• to 
every readin~ problem; it is not a panacea. Neither is it 
1Ibid., p. 69. 
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an entirely new approach; through the years teachers have 
used many methods to individualize instruction. But. now a 
new class of technologists are working on the problem , 
and they may be able to extend the teachers ' efforts. 
Programmed reading may help to fulfill the teachers' hopes 
of involving each student at each step in his progress of 
29 
learning to read. Whether or not this goal is ever accomplished 
depends in a large measure upon the combined efforts of 
teachers, reading supervisors, research workers, programmers, 
and publishers. 1 
1Joseph O. Loretan, "Programmed Instruction in Reading, " 
High Points, XLV (December, 1963), 30-37. 
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